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SECTION – A (READING) 
1. Read the following paragraph carefully and answer the questions given below.          (1x5 = 5 marks) 
 Yoga has a lot to offer as we move on in the 21st century .It gives us the means to compliment medical 
technology with a holistic system of healthcare that addresses the problems of the mind and spirit as 
well as those of the body.Instead of trying to reduce the cause of disease to a single factor and to correct 
it using a specific cure yoga aims to treat illness by improving health on all levels simultaneously and 
by restoring inner harmony.  
Yoga contains elements that address the problems at every level - “asanas” that relax and tone your 
muscles and massage your internal organs, “pranayama” that slows breathing and regulates the flow of 
“prana” relaxation and meditation that act to calm your mind and emotion culturing to heal your spirit.  
The different types of yoga practice augment each other and are more effective when done together. 
When you do the asanas and stretch your muscles, muscular tension is released and you are more able 
to relax. Likewise, when you relax the mind and release suppressed emotions you tend to become less 
tense on a physical level. Regular practice of yoga can restore your natural and positive good health to 
all parts of your body.  
Answer the questions. 

a) What does yoga refer to in first para?  
b) How does yoga treat illness?  
c) Name the elements contained in yoga?  
d) Name the benefits of “asanas” and relaxation.  
e) Pick out one word from the passage which means the same as “particular”. 

SECTION – B (WRITING & GRAMMAR) 
2. Write a paragraph in about 125 words on any ONE topic given below:    (5 Marks) 

i. Morning walk    OR     ii. Benefits of Reading 
3. Write a story based on the given outlines:       (6 marks)  
A crow finds a piece of cheese --------- flies to a tree ------- hungry fox -----sees the crow------ thinks of 
a plan-------praises him ----------- requests him to sing ------------ the crow very pleased---------opens its 
beak----------the cheese falls down ---------- fox picks up----------runs away.  Moral.    
4. Rearrange the following to form meaningful sentences :      (4 marks)  

a) a fatal disease/ vitamin B/ lack of / Beri beri / is / due to 
b) by / marked / is / paralysis/ it  
c) claimed/ in 19th century/ it/ a heavy/ toll of / human lives  
d) available / those days/ was / this / disease/ for / no remedy 

5. Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct option from the options given below :      (1/2x4 = 2 marks)  
Blood- letting was a common practice in ancient times. The doctors used to treat patients(a) …….. the 
help of leeches. It was generally believed that certain diseases [b]……. by too much of blood or by 
impure blood getting blocks in one of the parts of the body. The doctors [c]……. make slit on the body 
or attach leeches. They sucked the blood [d]……… prevented it from clotting.  
a) i.From   ii. With   iii. In    iv. as  
b) i.were caused  ii.cause   iii. will be caused  iv.are caused  
c) i. should   ii.will   iii. was    iv.would  
d) i. and   ii. but   iii. or    iv.while 



 
SECTION – C (LITERATURE) 

6. Read the following extract and answer the following questions :    (4 marks)  
When the gong sounds ten in the morning and I walk to school by our lane,  
Everyday I met the hawker crying, “bangles , crystal bangles!”  
There is nothing to hurry him on , there is no road he must take  
No place he must go to , no time when he must come home.  

a) Write the name of poem and poet of this extract.  2 marks  
b) Whom does ‘I’ stand for?     1 mark  
c) Write the synonym of gong.     1 mark 

7. Answer only THREE questions from the following:    (2x3 = 6 marks) 
a) How did Rashid lose all his money in lucky shop?  
b) How do girbles survive in the desert?  
c) How did the old aunt get justice?  
d) What assurance did the sun rays give to Saeeda?  
e) In what way is Pambupatti different from any other village?  

8. Answer any TWO from the questions:      (2x4 = 8 marks) 
a) How did the monkey save himself from the crocodile? According to you what the crocodile 

would have told his wife? 
b) Explain how pigeons have helped our military during war times? Do you think our country’s 

military still uses carrier pigeon during war times?  
c) What is meant by ‘Game of Chance’? What lesson did the narrator learn from his experience at 

the fair?  
 


